
In the wild, its every creature for itself. They all had to survive and adapt to their surroundings. However, a tragedy changed all that. In
order to maintain balance, the predators fought against the preys. They brutally engaged in a never‐ending battle of the century that
changed the course of history forever. This happened before the evolution of man, in somewhat sixty five million years ago. Prey vs
Predator is the first installment of the The Pack series. Its talks about two sides of the animal life, the predators and the preys. The preys
have been beaten, eaten, marred and scarred for years, until a stag named Zafeen rises up, and together with his brother Varn, they
convince every prey to fight back against the predators and reclaim back their land. However, every now and then, the predators find a way
to sneak into their territory and hunt. Fueled by the tragic end of his parents, Zafeen takes leadership of all the preys and even takes
revenge on every predator who dared to crossed him. The preys drive every last predator out and form their own continent with only their
kind residing in it. They named it Praemar. The predators have their own continent too, named Huxton, where every vicious savage resides.
The concept of the story is mainly centered on family. The predators and preys may have their differences, but when it comes to protecting
the ones they love, they would do about anything for them.
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